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T he systematic archaeological research done 
în the town of Hunedoara has evidenced a 

continuous dwelling of this area, starting with the 
Paleolirhic age1

• 

Among the si tes we note Dealul Sânpetru, Platoul 
din faţa Turnului Neboisa, Cimitirul Refonnat (or 
Biserica Reformată) and Grădina Castelului. Both 
surveys and systematic archaeological excavations 
have been made ar these points and they resulted 
in artifacts dating from rhe Neolithic to the Middle 
Ages2

• 

The items that are characteristic for the 
Wietenberg culture are especially interesting, nor 
only for the knowledge on the evolution of human 
habitation during the Bronze Age bur also for rhe 
contacts with communities that are further away3• 

The discoveries from Grădina Castelului, Strada 
Toamnei and Dealul Sânpetru - Staţia de Filtrare a 
apei (PI. 111-2) emphasize rhese contacts. 

Description of finds 
1. Induded în the theme exhibition from rhe 

Corvins' Castle Museum îs a bitronconical, restored 
vessel. Ir was discovered în Grădina Castelului bur 
the information concerning ir îs rather scarce4• 

· Muzeul Banatului, Timişoara, Piaţa Huniade, nr. 1, 
300002, jud. Timiş, e-mail: szenrmiklosi@yahoo.com. 
" Muzeul Castelul Corvinilor, Hunedoara, str. Castelului, 
nr. 1-3, 331141, jud. Hunedoara, e-mail: sorin tincu@ 
yahoo.com. 
1 Luca 2005, 134-138, no 212 (see also older literature). 
2 Andriţoiu 1986-1987, 51; Andriţoiu 1992, 14; Luca 
1999, 13-14; Luca2005, 7-8. 
3 Andriţoiu 1979, 24; Boroffka 1994, 47; Luca 2005, 
134-135, no. 212, with literature. An Otomani typical vessel 
îs known în Hunedoara, whose chronological frame îs ar rhe 
end of the Middle Bronze Age and ar rhe beginning of Lare 
BronzeAge (Andriţoiu 1992, 60-61, PI. 47/3). 
4 T. Mariş, for mer archaeologist at the Corvins' Castle Museum 
has clone some sysremarical archaeological excavarions between 

The vessel has a bitronconical, flattened shape, 
a short cylindrical neck (approximately 2 cm 
high), straight rim and base. Ir has a slighrly 
rounded carina; on its mid-section the vessel pre
sents four groups of handles, placed by two, that 
are vertically perforated. The perforations have a 
diameter of approximately 0.5 cm and are about 
1.5 cm away from each other. Ir îs most likely that 
they were used to hang the vessel by strings passed 
through those perforations. The vessel was broken 
în the old age, ir was restored and its original color 
was grayish-black. 

The upper half of rhe body îs slightly globular 
and ir îs decorated with incised ornaments. The 
well pronounced carina îs decorated with a raw of 
short, alveolated, oblique notches, which continue 
along the horizontal, perforated small handles. In 
the upper part of these notches a circular incision 
was traced; ir marks the base of the upper body. 
Some parallel, elongated triangles (approximately 
2.2 cm long) start from rhe incised line. Their 
insides are incised with three lines whose common 
starting point îs the tip of rhe triangles. Next to the 
small handles, the upper part of the body, all the 
way to the neck base, îs decorated with six groups 
of two vertically incised lines, which form five 
wider fields. The insides of each field îs decorated 
with obliquely incised lines that form a column 
of rhombs, hachured inside with three, parallel, 
oblique lines. 

Vessel dimensions: height = 17.5 cm, maximum 
body diameter = 23 cm, base diameter = 6. 7 cm, 
rim diameter = 7.8 cm (PI. II/la-b). 

1981-1989 (Andriţoiu, 1986-1987, 51; Andriţoiu 1992, 14), 
rhese works were conrinued between 1996-2004 by S. A. Luca 
(Luca 2005, 7-8). T. Mariş îs considered the one who discov
ered rhe flanened birronconical Verbicioara vessel. 
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2. ln the southwestern side of the earthen fortress 
on the Sânpetru Hill (on the terrace at the base of 
the hill), a water tower was built (Dealul Sânpetru
Staţia de Filtrare). When a water pipe was lowered 
on the northeastern slope of Dealul Sânpetru a 
reach archaeological material was uncovered. The 
artifacts belong to several historic periods: Bronze 
Age, First lron Age, Dacian Age, Roman period5• 

ln the spring of 2009, during the salvage excava
tion in the area of the water filtering station, severa! 
trenches were opened. ln trench S4/2009, square 
Al 1, -0.4-0.43 m deep two pottery shards were dis
covered. They belong to a two handled cup. By its 
shape and ornament this cup is a Wietenberg import6

• 

The cup presents a slightly flattened, globular 
shape, concave base, a short tronconica! neck, ended 
în a slightly rounded rim. Two over-heightened 
handles are attached to the rim. The upper part of 
the handles presents two tronconica! buttons. The 
cup has a slight bulge, suggesting a semispherical 
prominence. The paste îs fine, tempered with sand 
and mica. The paste color îs grayish-black with 
flecks (similar to the bitronconical vessel). 

Decoration: parallel, incised lines on the 
maximum diameter (three lines), on the shoul
der area (two lines) and under the rim (two lines). 
Obliquely hachured triangles are incised on the 
upper half of the cup. Their base starts on the 
band on the maximum diameter, while their tip îs 
united with the horizontal lines on the shoulder. 
Above the parallel horizontal lines on the shoulder, 
as well as on the rim, the cup was decorated with 
oblique alveoli. 

Measurements: height = 8 cm, rim diameter = 
7.5 cm, maximum diameter = 13 cm (PI. III/I). 

3. Still în 2009 some water pipe network was 
undertaken without an archaeological authori
zation on Toamnei Street. ln the excavated dirt a 
pottery sherd was discovered. lt was part of a vessel 
(bowl or cup) decorated with Verbicioara motifs. 

The shape îs slightly globular, with a short neck 
and straight rim. The shoulder îs slightly carinated, 

5 Andriţoiu 1979, 24.; Luca 1999, 63-64; Luca 2005, 134. 
We have to note that the Bronze Age materials from Dealul 
Sânpetru come from the dirt that forms the defense vallum of 
the medieval fortress. No Bronze Age complex or levei were 
discovered during T. Mariş's excavations inside this fortress 
(Luca 1999, 13). This could suggest a possible secondary 
position of the prehistoric pottery, which was brought here 
with the dirt rhar forms the vallum. Of course, this is only 
an hyporhesis uncii further systemaric research of the fortified 
plareau, which could find some prehistorical complex bases. 
6 Salvage archaeological research in rhe spring of2009 by C.C. 
Roman and S. Tincu; rhe research report is being published. 
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very well delimited from the neck base. The paste 
îs tile-colored with yellowish spots on the exterior, 
while the inside of the vessel îs gray. The paste pre
sents some traces of smoothing while the slip has 
fallen. The paste îs fine, tempered with sand and 
grained mica. lt was very well, oxidizing fired. 

The vessel was decorated with more or less super
ficially incised lines. A row of short and oblique 
indents were placed under the maximum diameter. 
The indents are triangular, with a widened upper 
part. Above them, two incised parallel lines. Above 
these lines a row of triangles were incised; they are 
parallel and elongated and their tip îs placed on 
the slightly carinated shoulder. The inside of the 
triangles îs divided into three fields by two median 
lines, perpendicular on the two parallel lines under 
the maximum diameter. The rim îs decorated with 
a raw of oblique indents; under them, a deeply 
incised line. 

The sherd permits only estimate measurements: 
maximum diameter = 16.7 cm; rim diameter = 
14 cm (PI. IIl/2). 

Discussions 
From the shape and decoration point of view 

the fragmentary vessels discovered în Hunedoara 
(Grădina Castelului, str. Toamnei and Dealul 
Sânpetru-Staţia de Filtrare a apei), have analogies 
both în the Vatina and the Verbicioara cultures. 
Both of these evolve at the same time with the 
Wietenberg communities în the Hunedoara area. 

As a shape the bitronconical vessel from 
Hunedoara-Grădina Castelului îs integrated în the 
HăngegefojJe category, with close analogies în rela
tively large geographical spaces (Banat, Crişana and 
to the south ofDanube, în northeastern Serbia). The 
furthest analogy, to our knowledge, îs the bitron
conical vessel discovered at Szihalom-Ârpddvdr (or 
Făldvdr), which îs considered an "Otomani influ
ence" în the area of the Hatvan culture7• 

The closest analogies are at Vărşand ( Gyulavarsfod) 
-Laposhalom (Arad Counry). Here the latest archae
ological research has uncovered numerous bitron
conical vessels such as the one at Hunedoara8

• Some 
of these vessels present a short, cylindrical or tron
conica! foot9, while others have a flattened base10

• ln 
some cases the carina îs relieved, forming a border 
that widens symmetrically în four parts, forming 

7 Kalicz 1968, 119, Taf. LXXIV I 1 a-b; Kalicz 1984, 198, 
211, Taf. LVl/10; Cs:iny-Tarnoki 1994, 177, no. 22. 
8 Roska 1941, 48-49, 51, Fig. 14/5, 58; Kalicz 1968, 170; 
Bona 1975, 129-131,Taf.140/8, 10-13andTaf.142/12-17. 
9 Roska 1941, 51, Fig. 14/5; Bona 1975, Taf. 140/10-11. 
10 Bona 1975, Taf. 140/12-13. 



small handles with one or two perforations 11
• The 

setdement at Vărşand has been attributed for a 
long rime to the Otomani culture, although the 
similarities between the pottery from Banat and the 
one discovered north of the Mureş river (Socodor) 
have been observed during the first half of the 20'h 
century12

• FI. Gogâltan's opinion is that this site 
marks the northern boundary of the Vatina culture 
(Corneşti-Crvenka group) 13

• 

Other finds, similar to the vessel from 
Hunedoara were uncovered in Banat, at Vatina14 , 

Vr'Sac-Crvenka 15 and Corneşti-Cornet16 • Unlike the 
vessel from Corneşti-Cornet, which has a flattened 
base17 

- similar to the one in Hunedoara - the 
ones discovered at Vatina and Vr'Sac-Crvenka have 
a tronconica! foot. The vessel from Vr'Sac-Crvenka 
presents a flat band on which, next to some circular 
curs, the perforations for the strings were placed. 

Next to the vessel from Vr'Sac-Crvenka, Pr. 
Medovic, in a synthesis about the prehistory of 
Voievodina, also presents a vessel which is similar 
to the one in Hunedoara-Grădina Castelului. Ic has 
the same bitronconical shape, short neck, straight 
rim and the base ends in a small foot. The decora
tion is almost identica! to the one in Hunedoara 
(the bands of vertically incised lines with hachured 
rhombs inside) 18

• The vertically incised lines, 
pulled almost to the base of the neck, where they 
intersect another set of incised decors (parallel 
lines and between them zigzagged incisions) are 
very similar to the ones on the vessel discovered at 
Korbovo-Obala. 

11 Bona 1975, Taf. 142112-13, 15, 17. 
12 Pârvan 1926, 302-303; Roska 1941, 51, 54. 
13 Gogâltan 1999a, 55-56; Gogâlcan 1999b., 206-207. 
14 Milleker 1897, 125, T.Il/4a, 136; Wosinsky 1904, 55-56, 
T. LXXXVI; Milleker 1905, 33, T.XII/la; Tasic 1974, 209, 
V. 1J5. 
15 Garafanin 1983, 516, T. LXXVIII/IO; Morintz 1978, 20, 
Fig. 2/5. Unlike M. Garafanin, who includes che vessel in 
the Vatin-Vrfac phase of che Vacina culcure (Garafanin 1983, 
515-516, PI. LXXVIII/IO), N. Tasic considers ic a char
acteristic of che Verbicioara culcure, phase III (Tasic 1974, 
210, 514, Fig. 139; Tasic 1984, 87, 92, T. XIX/5). ]. Uzelac 
places che discovery ac Vacina-Be/a bara and he considers ic 
a characteristic of che Early Bronze Age (Uzelac 2002, 54). 
Pr. Medovic also attribuces che vessel to che Vacina culcure 
(Medovic 2006, 105-106, Sl. 92). 
16 Radu 1972a, 277, Fig. 7/3; Morincz 1978, 20, Fig. 3/1. 
The neck was noe preserved. 
17 The neck is fragmented, broken in che old age (Radu 
1972, 277, nr. 2 2). 
18 Medovic 2006, 105-106, Sl. 92, wich no other definitions. 
The cexcure and che color of che vessel suggest a technology 
which is close to che Verbicioara culcure. Wichout a doubc ic 
has che model of che Vatina culcure. -Ibe incised or indenced 
ornaments are in favor of che cultural attribution. 

Further away analogies, of the same Vatina
Vdac phase of the Vatina culture, are three vessels 
from the eponymous site 19

, but they present a glob
ular, elliptical body, full handles and no obvious 
carination of the maximum diameter20

• 

As for the closer analogies of the vessel in 
Hunedoara (Vatina, Vdac and Corneşti), even if the 
ornamentation is similar (incised lines) the motifs 
are different. The typical Vatina items present a gen
eralized incised arcade and parallel lines on the neck 
base or on the maximum diameter. The hachured 
triangles are isolated occurrences21 , as are the alveo
lated notches on the body22 and the rhombs23 • 

The closest analogy in the area of the Verbicioara 
culture is seen in the supposed cenotaph discov
ered at Korbovo-Obala24 • The globular, slighdy 
flattened vessel has a short neck, straight rim and 
flat base, just like the one in Hunedoara-Grădina 
Castelului. The decoration is similar to the one 
that was attributed by Pr. Medovic to the Vatina 
culture, but unlike this one, the decoration was 
placed at che neck base. 

From the decoration point of view the vessel 
from Hunedoara-Grădina Castelului seems to have 
better affinities to the area of the Verbicioara culture, 
where both the elongated, inner hachured trian
gles and the columns of rhombs flanked by lines 
incised perpendicularly on the alveolated notches 
on the maximum diameter were determined by 
G. Crăciunescu as typical for phase III of this 
culture25

• Hachured rhombs also appear on pottery 
discovered at Dubova-Adăpostul lui Climente 
(Mehedinţi County)26, Stenca Liubcovei-Platou 
(Caraş-Severin County)27, Cârcea-Viaduct (Dolj 

19 One of chese vessels wich elliptical body was uncovered 
ac Vacina (Gara.Sanin 1983, T. LVIIl/6). N. Tasic includes ic 
in che rnn1 phase of che Verbicioara culcure, buc he mentions 
alternacively as place of discovery eicher Va cina (Tas ic 197 4, 
210, 514, Fig. 140;) or Vrfac-Crvenka (Tasic 1984, 87, 92, 
T. XIX/4). 
20 Garafanin 1983, 515-516, T. LXXVIII/5-6 and 
T. LXXIX/I. 
21 On che vessel discovered ac Vrfac-Crvenka (Garafanin 
1983, T.LXXVIII/ 1 O). 
22 On che vessel discovered ac Vatina in 1894 (Milleker 
1897, 125, T. II/4a, 136), as well as on chat one discovered ac 
Corneşti-Cornet (Radu 1972a, 277, Fig. 713). 
23 On one of the vessels wich elliptical body discovered ac 
Vacina (Garafanin 1983, T. LXXVIII/6). 
24 Krscic 1984, 104-107, Fig. 81/4; Şandor-Chicideanu 

2003, 238, nr. 150. 
25 Crăciunescu 2004, 187, 378. PI. CX. 
26 Gumă 1997, PI. XLV/8; Crăciunescu 2004, 269, PI. 1/10. 
27 Gumă 1977, 80, PI. VIII/I, 85-86, che hachured rhombs 
are horizoncal, above che maximum diamerer. Such decoration, 
flanked by double incised lines also appears on rhe wide handle 
of a vessel found ar Cârcea-Viaduct (Nica 1996, 25, Fig. 8/2). 

13 
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County) 28
, Broşteni-Adăpători (Dolj County) 29

, 

Rogova-La cazărmi (Mehedinţi Counry)3°. 
Typical Verbicioara ornamental motifs are 

present as well an vessels attributed to the Vatina 
culture. ln the eponymous settlement a relatively 
bitronconical (with a slightly globular upper half) 
vessel was discovered. Ir had a trumpet-like, short 
neck and straight rim. Above the flattened border, 
next to each small, vertically perforated handle, a 
small fi.eld - up to the neck base - was decorated 
with groups of oblique, intersected lines, thus cre
ating the illusion of a column of hachured rhombs. 
This decor is flanked by bands of two, deeply 
incised lines31 • If this vessel really belongs to the 
Vatina culture, than, without a doubt the decor 
was imported from the direct contacts with the 
Verbicioara culture, in the area of Vrfac and Vatina. 

In a succinct analysis finds flattened doubly 
conica) vessels (HăngegefojJe) of crap area and 
Vatina Verbicoara, it appears that this type of 
vessel has a greater frequency in the cultural area 
whose repertoire Vatina ceramic forms indicate 
a certain preference to carination. This form of 
vessel was taken by the bearers Verbicoara culture 
tao. The existence of these cultural contacts is 
illustrated by biconical vessel from Vatina (pre
sented by Pr. Medovic32

) and by the one discov
ered at Korbovo-Obala (a good form analogy). 
Both advocate for the existence of extensive cul
tural contacts, evidenced by the exchange of vessel 
shapes and decorations. 

Thus, even if the Vatina-like shape and decora
tion typical of Verbicoara culture (phase III) make 
difficult the cultural attribution of the vessel found 
in Castle Garden, the combination of archaeologi
cal material culture typical Verbicoara discovered 
in a restricted area, calls for attributing the bitron
conical vessel found at Hunedoara to Verbicioara 
culture, phase III. 

The mug with two handles discovered at 
Hunedoara-Sânpetru Hill-Filtration Plant, by 
the characteristic form fiinds its closest analogy 
in the area of Verbicioara (phases III-IV) and Tei 
(phase IV) cultures. In the opinion of some of 
the researchers the last two phases of Verbicioara 
and Tei cultures (phases IV-V) can be regrouped 
in a distinct cultural manifestation, respectively 

28 Nica 1996, 25, Fig. 8/1-2. 
29 Nica 1996, 25, Fig. 9/1. 
3° Crăciunescu 2004, 281, 113-114, PI. XIII/3. The shard is 
decorared wirh rhombs formed by criss-crossing rhe rhree incised 
lines. The vessel was dared in srage I ofVerbicioara. 
31 Tasic 1974, 191, T.XX, 518, Fig. 151. 
32 The hachurcd rhombs rhe vessel are like rhe ones on rhe 
vessel from Hunedoara-Grădina Castelului. 
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Govora33 group or Govora-Fundeni34 group. The 
types of incised decor and the association of these 
types, restrain the geographic area to Oltenia area 
and Danube Gorges area, space in wich evolved 
the so call fourth phase ofVerbicioara culture35 • 

From the shape point of view, relatively good 
analogies can be found in the vessels deposit 
discovered near the monastery from Govora
village (Vâlcea Counry)36

• Unlike the mug from 
Hunedoara, the ones discovered in Govora village 
have a profi.led base and decor, although it pre
serves Verbicoara methods characteristic for phase 
III, as technical achievement, they are different. 
Elongated triangles that are based on the maximum 
diameter are divided by lines and nat hachured. ln 
addition, there is a slight trend towards a narrow
ing neck which receives a truncated form. Another 
clase analogy is the mug discovered at Cârcea
Viaduct37. Excepting the missing protomes from 
the maximum curvature of the handles, the mug 
from Cârcea resembles the one from Hunedoara 
in the incised decoration as well; the decoration 
consists of hachured triangles pointing down, 
stretched almost to the maximum diameter, 
located on the top half of cup; an rhe neck there are 
ordered notches flanked by incised lines. The mug 
found at Cârcea-Viaduct was placed by M. Nica 
in "Verbicoara IIIA'' phase38• Globular mugs, with 
short neck and straight rim, with raised handles 
provided with different sized protomas were dis
covered at Verbicoara-La Cetate39 tao. 

Another similar form with the one from 
Hunedoara is the cup discovered at Stenca Liubcova
Platou. The typically Verbicoara culture vessel is 
regarded as an import in the Vatina environment40

• 

This cup is nat only characteristic to 
Verbicioara phase III. Similar forms are found 
in phase II of Verbicioara culture, its existence is 
prolonged, with slight changes, as is evidenced 
by the fragmentary mug from Ponoarele, until 
Verbicioara IV41 (or Govora/Govora-Fundeni 

33 Hansei 1976, 57-61; Şandor-Chicideanu 2003, 199-201. 
3-l Palincaş 1996, 257 and nore 40. 
35 Crăciunescu 2004, 157-158. 
36 Berciu etalii, 1961, 138, Abb. 8/1-6 and 139, Ahb. 91112; 
Morinrz 1978, 68-69, Fig. 40-41; Govora 1995, 49-50, 
Fig. 8; Crăciunescu 2004, 31, nr. 60-62/1. 
37 Nica 1996, 26-28, Fig. 12/10. 
38 Nica 1996, 26-28, Fig. 12/10; Crăciunescu 2004, 331, 
PI. LXIII/5. 
39 Berciu 1961, 134, Fig. 5/1-5; Morinrz 1978, 25, 
Fig. 1011-3, 5-6; Crăciunescu 2004, 127-128, 311, 
Pl. XLI!I/11, 13 and 326, PI. LVIII!!. 
40 Gumă 1977, 80, Pl. VIII/I, 85-86. 
41 Crăciunescu 1996, 42, nr. 27, PI. VIl/4; Crăciunescu 
2004, 136, 340, PI. LXXIII!. 



group). In Verbicoara phase II, che protomes 
from che cwo handles are more common buc che 
handles are angled, being slighcly broken in che 
area of maximum curvature. Among che speci
mens similar co che mug from Hunedoara are che 
ones discovered ac Bârca (Dolj Councy)42 and che 
one from Cârcea-Viaduct (Dolj Councy) 43 • 

The mug discovered ac Hunedoara-Sânpetru 
Hill-Wacer filcracion scacion, is cypical for che 
forms repercoire and ornaments characceriscic of 
phase III Verbicioara cui cure, buc che shape of che 
mug and some ornamencs characteriscic co che 
earlier phases of Verbicioara culcure will survive in 
che nexc phase too, idencified eicher as Verbicioara 
IV or che group Govora I Govora-Fundeni group. 
From che chronological poinc of view che fragmen
cary mug from Hunedoara is daced in Verbicioara 
III phase, wichouc excluding a belonging co a 
much laccer horizon, respeccively Verbicioara IV 
(Govora/Govora-Fundeni). 

The sherd (bowl/cup?) from Toamnei Screec 
has few analogies. As a shape ic is close co che 
finds ac Curmătura-Măgura (Dolj Councy) 44 and 
Reşca-Ro mula-Vi/la suburbana (Dolj Councy)45 • 

The vessel from Curmătura-Măgura presents a 
smaller rim diameter chan che maximum diam
ecer of che slighcly globular body, che short neck 
wich a scraighc rim is clearly delimiced from che 
shoulder by a groove. The decoracion is formed by 
hachured, slighcly elongaced, upwardly cipped cri
angles, incised lines and nocches, part of which are 
also found on che vessel from Hunedoara46

. 

As for che incised decoration, che vessel from 
Hunedoara-Str. Toamnei has good analogies in che 
Verbicioara environ, especially ies 3'd stage, when 
double bands of incised lines exise ac che same cime 
wich criangles and nocches disposed under che rim 
or on che maximum diameter47

• 

42 The mug presents a globular body, a short neck and 
straight rim; abrupdy over-heighrened handles are "broken" 
and come down on the maximum diameter area. Next to rhe 
broken curvature rhe handles are decorated wirh cylindrical 
protomes. The decoration consists of hachured triangles, 
delimited by bands of incised lines) (Nica 1996, 21-23, 
Fig. 5/6). 
43 The mug is fragmented; ir presenrs a bitronconical body, 
slighdy carinated, a short neck and a very slighdy everted rim. 
The handles are slighrly "broken" on the upper curvarure (the 
are angular) and are decorated wirh semi-spherical protomes 
(Nica 1996, 22, Fig. 511). 
44 Nica 1996, Fig. 7 /9a-b. 
45 Nica 1996, Fig. 16/7; Crăciunescu 2004, 331, PI. LXII!/7. 
46 The vessel presents traces of a handle which was broken in 
rhe old age, a fact which includes ir in rhe mug-like cacegory. 
Chronologically, rhe vessel is artributed to phase III of 
Verbicioara (Crăciunescu 2004, 128-129, 327, PI. LIX/9a-b). 
47 Crăciunescu 2004, 130, 378. PI. CX. 

Even if che stracigraphic context of che 
Hunedoara finds is noe very edifying for naming 
chronological synchronisms becween Wietenberg 
and Verbicioara culcures, chey are very important in 
hei ping us understand che cultural contaccs becween 
che Wietenberg, Vacina and Verbicioara culcures. 

The knowledge of che economical-culcural 
relacions becween Wietenberg and Vacina (group 
Corneşci-Crvenka48) are cribucary co che current 
stage of research and che published materials49• 

Some chronological synchronisms becween che 
cwo culcures are possible based on discoveries in 
Vacina environmenc of imports or influences of che 
Wietenberg culcure. Such finds are che ones from 
Socodor-Căvăjdia (Arad Councy) 50

, Corneşci
Cornet (Timiş Councy)51 and Ore'Sac-Zidovar52

• 

O. Radu, referring co che contaccs of che Vacina 
communicies wich che Otomani ones, notes che 
existence of Vacina vessels ac Alba lulia53 . The 
bicronconical vessel from Grădina Castelului in 
Hunedoara, by ic's characceriscically Vacina shape, 
indicaces economica! and culcural connections 
on large spaces; che Verbicioara-like decoracion is 
determinant in che cultural accribucion of che vessel. 

As I. Andrifoiu nociced, Verbicioara culcure 
"offers liccle possibilicies for parallels wich che 
Wietenberg culcure"54 • Based on cypes of decors 
which are common co boch culcures (circles uniced 
wich cangencs, spirals formed by chained "S"-s, 
stamped criangles disposed as lines) we can make 
some chronological parallels chat suggesc che exisc
ence of direct concaccs becween che cwo culcures. In 

48 Gogâltan 1996, 46; Gogâltan 1999a, 51-52; Gogâltan 
2004, 91-98, wich the discussion conceming the terminology. 
49 Andrifoiu 1992, p. 48. 
50 Roska 1941, 45, 51, 55-56; Popescu 1956, 73, 
Fig. 33/2-3; Chidioşan 1980, 89, nr. 30; Rep.Arad ... , 1999, 
118, nr. 2 (s.v. V Vasiliev) were the setdement from Socodor
„Găvăjdia" is artributed to rhe Otomani culture among 
rhe discoveries are also Varina and Wietenberg III imports; 
Gogâltan 1980, 55. 
51 Soroceanu-Radu 1975, 38-39, notes in section A of trench 
S.I plateau (excavated in 1973), in levei II, "a high bowl, 
lobated, omamented wirh meanders filled with Zahnstempelung 
was discovered' typical Wietenberg. Afrer restorarion rhe 
oblique position of the lobes suggest an affiniry wirh Vacina 
and as such che auchors have considered the vessel a mix of 
Vatina and Wietenberg III elemenrs. This parallel is also 
noced by Chidioşan (Chidioşan 1980, 88, no. 6), I. Andriroiu 
(Andriroiu 1992, 48) and FI. Gogâltan (Gogâlcan 1999a, 55). 
52 Lazic 1997, 29, Fig. 16, 33-34, at Orefac-Zidovar a 
pedescal of vessel wich typical Wiecenberg omaments was 
discovered. 
53 Vessels of Vaci na rype are also noced in the colleccions of 
che Nacional Museum of History of Transylvania, buc "the 
origin of some are quescionable" (Radu l 972b, 36). 
54 Andrifoiu 1992, 48. 
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the north-eastern area ofVerbicioara (north-eastern 
Oltenia) a shard was discovered, which had a decor 
with meanders; this can work as an argument for 
a possible synchronization of phase III Wietenberg 
with the so called phase IV of Verbicioara55 (or 
group Govora56/Govora-Fundeni57). In the more 
recent internai period of Wieteriberg, done by 
N. Boroffka, stage Verbicioara III corresponds with 
stage Wietenberg B, while stage Verbicioara IV is 
synchronized with Wietenberg C, namely with 
periods Bz. B - Bz. C from P. Reinecke58's modi
fied system. G. Crăciunescu, just like O. Berciu59, 

divides the evolution of Verbicioara in five stages, 
in which phases Verbicioara III-IV correspond 
with phases Bz. B

2 
- Bz. C60

• 

Conclusions 
The three fragmented vessels discovered in the 

southwestern Hunedoara in Grădina Castelului 
and Dealul Sânpetru are, in the current stage of 
research, Wietenberg imports. They can be attrib
uted to the Verbicioara, most likely in phase III, 
without excluding a possible timeframe at the 
beginning of phase Verbicioara IV (or Govora/ 
Govora-Fundeni), a time when the traditions 
of phases Verbicioara II and III were still very 
strong61

• 

The Verbicioara finds can be chronologically 
attributed at the earliest toward the Middle Bronze 
Age III and at the !atest at the beginning of Late 
Bronze Age I (by the chronological timeframe pro
posed by FI. Gogâltan62

), stages that correspond to 

the periods Bz. B
1 

- Bz. B/Bz. Cin P. Reinecke's 
modified chronological system. 

The area of the typical Verbicioara artifacts at 
the periphery of the Wietenberg culture is hard 
to define. The Verbicioara III map of discoveries 
indicates their grouping in eastern Oltenia. The 
finds from Căzăneşti and Bârseşti (Vâlcea County), 
along the Olt River suggest a possible entry point 
of these artifacts. This hypothesis is supported by 
the finds amibuted to the next stage (Verbicioara 
IV-V) in the same area63• 

A second point of entry into Hunedoara could 
be through the west, on the valleys of Jiu affiuents, 

55 Andriroiu 1992, 48; Crăciunescu 2004, 189. 
56 Hansei 1976, 57-61; Şandor-Chicideanu 2003, 199-201. 
57 Palincaş 1996, 257 and note 40. 
58 Boroflka 1994, 249-251, 258, table 14. 
59 Bcrciu 1961, 152. 
6° Crăciunescu 2004, 156, 382, PI. CXIV (chronological 
table). 
61 Crăciuncscu 2004, 168. 
62 Gogâltan 1999, 208-209. 
63 Crăciuncscu 2004, 365, PI. XCVII. 
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most likely on Motru64
• Discoveries belonging to 

the Verbicioara culture are signaled in Cauce Cave, 
next to Wietenberg artifacts and items belong
ing to Balta Sărată group65 . The existence of cul
tural contacts in the interference area berween the 
Vatina and Verbicioara cultures (in eastern Banat) 
could be suggested by the bitronconical, flattened 
vessel discovered in Grădina Castelului66

• 

Unfortunately, the unsecured contexts in which 
the Verbicioara items were discovered in Grădina 
Castelului and Toamnei Streef?, leave opened the 
discussion about the incontestable cultural syn
chronisms and the itinerary of these imports into 
the Wietenberg culture. 

Translation DELIA MARIA RoMAN 
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PI. I. 1- Hunedoara (photo from Google Earth); 2 - Location of the Verbicioara discoveries. 
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PI. li. 1 a-b. Drawing and photo of the bitronconic vessel discovered at Hunedoara-Grădina Castelului 
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PI. III. 1. Fragmented cup discovered at Hunedoara-Dealul Sânpetru (Staţia de Filtrare); 2. Fragmented vessel (cup/bowl?) 
discovered at Hunedoara-Str. Toamnei 
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